This article engages with the debate about citizenship and responsibility by drawing on the experience of citizens whose voice is rarely heard in that debate. The article draws on a study of a specific citizenship obligation, the payment of local taxation, and in particular interviews with people who had failed to pay local tax -a group who could potentially be characterized as 'irresponsible citizens'. From the perspective of these citizens the experience of paying local tax raises issues not about a deficit of responsibility but insecurity and the struggle to make ends meet. The examination of local tax and citizenship also raises issues about what will be described as the unequal distribution of obligation under New Labour. The article concludes by arguing that what is highlighted is the need for consideration of responsibility in relation not just to poor citizens but to all citizens, and in particular those with higher incomes.
Introduction
The concern of this article is with New Labour's conception of citizenship and, in particular, the emphasis on responsibility implicit in which is a view that there is currently a deficit of citizenship obligation. Following the example of Dwyer (2000 Dwyer ( , 2002 the aim is to engage with the citizenship debate not from a solely theoretical perspective but by drawing on the experience and perspectives of citizens whose voice is rarely heard in the debate. The research on which the article draws was a study of a specific citizenship obligation, the payment of local taxation. The article draws on in-depth interviews with people who had failed in their obligation to pay the contemporary system of local taxation, namely council tax, a group of people who on the face of it could be characterized as 'irresponsible citizens'. The research posed two questions. First, does non-payment of local taxation provide evidence to support contentions of a deficit of citizenship obligation? Second, what does the experience of these citizens in meeting a specific civic obligation tell us about New Labour's conception of citizenship and the emphasis on responsibility?
The article will begin with a discussion of the debate about citizenship and responsibility, and in particular the relationship between taxation and citizenship which underpinned the research. This includes reference both to the general emphasis on responsibility over rights, and the more complex shifts that have taken place in relation to citizenship, obligation and taxation. The article will then draw on the research to examine whether non-payment of local tax represents a deficit of citizenship obligation. However, from the perspective of those in the research the issue that arises is about (in)ability to pay and the struggle to make ends meet. This leads away from the immediate discussion about citizenship to an examination of the nature of the poverty of those in the research which, because most interviewees were in paid employment, raises issues about the pervasiveness of insecurity as an endemic feature of life under New Labour. The article then discusses what the research tells us about New Labour's conception of citizenship and what will be described as the uneven distribution of obligation under New Labour, particularly in relation to the payment of taxation. The article concludes by arguing that what is highlighted is the need for consideration of responsibility in relation not just to poor citizens but to all citizens, and in particular those with higher incomes.
New Labour, citizenship and responsibility
The language of citizenship lies at the heart of New Labour's project (Dean, 2002) with responsibility of central importance. For example, Blair (1998) has specifically cited responsibility as one of four key values in his definition of the Third Way, and a similar emphasis can also be seen in other accounts of New Labour (e.g. Giddens, 1998) .
New Labour does engage in a discourse of linking rights and responsibilities, but it is the latter that take precedence (Dean, 2002) . Responsibilities rather than rights are certainly key to New Labour's version of social citizenship (Dwyer, 2000) . The emphasis on responsibility is particularly evident in New Labour's treatment of the unemployed and the increasing conditionality of entitlement to welfare benefits (Hewitt, 1999; King and Wickham-Jones, 1999 ) but can also be seen in a wide range of other areas such as education and housing (Deacon, 2002) and in relation to family and community (for example see Orton, 2004) . As Dwyer (2000) argues, New Labour regularly emphasizes the importance of individual responsibility in all walks of life.
New Labour's emphasis on responsibility can of course be located in a broader context, forming part of what can be described as a dominant paradigm. The emphasis on responsibility can be seen in New Right and communitarian accounts of citizenship, such as those by Mead (1986) and Etzioni (1995) and forms part of what Standing (2002) calls 'the new paternalism ' and Jordan (1998) has described as the Blair/Clinton orthodoxy. Implicit in this dominant paradigm is the view that there is a contemporary deficit of responsibility. There is a particular belief that a welfare ethos exists which encourages the poor to avoid their obligations as citizens to work, to support their families and to obey the law (Wilson, 1994) . Indeed, Etzioni (1995) argues that people are so preoccupied with claiming rights that they have rejected any idea of citizenship obligation.
Citizenship and taxation
The emphasis on responsibility in contemporary accounts of citizenship is therefore clearly evident, but the issue of taxation as a citizenship obligation is more complex. In Marshall's classic social democratic account the importance of taxation as a citizenship obligation was central: 'The duty whose discharge is most obviously and immediately necessary for the fulfilment of the right is the duty to pay taxes and insurance contributions' (Marshall, 1963: 122) . But in the retheorization of citizenship that has taken place since the 1980s it is different forms of responsibility that are emphasized; Mead stresses the obligation to work and for Etzioni it is responsibility in relation to family and community that is of primary importance. This changing emphasis, not simply in relation to responsibility over rights, but also concerning different aspects of obligation, can be seen at the political level in the UK. With regard to New Labour's predecessor Conservative governments in the 1980s and early 1990s, Lister argues that: the payment of taxes did not figure in the Tories' interpretation of the citizenship responsibilities of the better off . . . asserting instead that citizenship responsibility was about time and commitment and not just paying taxes. (Lister, 1998: 317) New Labour similarly emphasizes responsibility in relation to voluntary work, mentoring schemes and the like (e.g. Blair, 2000) and remains committed to maintaining Britain as being relatively lowtaxed (Taylor-Gooby and Hastie, 2003) , in particular refusing to raise income tax rates for high earners.
So does this mean that the payment of taxation is not a citizenship obligation and, in considering New Labour's emphasis on responsibility, it is rather besides the point? The reality is that paying tax remains a fundamental citizenship obligation because 'at root, taxation is a relationship between the citizen and the state' (Fabian Society, 2000: 81) . Thus, while Mead and Etzioni may give greater priority to other elements of responsibility both do acknowledge that paying tax is a citizenship obligation (Mead, 1986; Etzioni, 1995) . At the political level, Margaret Thatcher argued that her reform of local taxation, the introduction of the community charge or poll tax as it was generally known and which was a highly regressive flat rate tax on all adults (with only limited exemptions), 1 meant 'A whole class of people -an "underclass" if you will -have been dragged back into the ranks of responsible society and asked to become not just dependants but citizens' (Thatcher, 1993: 661; emphasis added) . Another Conservative described those that did not pay poll tax as 'free-loaders' while those who paid were 'the thrifty, the prudent, the responsible' (extract from Alan Clark's Diaries 25 March 1990, cited in Butler et al., 1994: 126) . Despite a shifting emphasis on different aspects of responsibility, paying tax remained an obligation and evidence of being a responsible citizen.
Given New Labour's 'hyper-sensitivity' regarding taxation (Fabian Society, 2000) it is perhaps not surprising that paying tax is not explicitly cited as a citizenship obligation: but at the same time the relationship between taxation and citizenship is implicit in New Labour policy. For example, New Labour's commitments to public spending are reliant on citizens accepting the obligation to pay tax. In justifying the increase in national insurance announced in 2002, New Labour's rhetoric was couched in terms of 'investment' and 'reform' but there was an explicit defence of the need for taxation to fund public services with Blair (2002) directly linking the need for 'more money' (i.e. taxation) to building 'a welfare state around rights and responsibilities'. Self-help and hard work may be increasingly upheld as morally responsible activities (Rowlingson, 2002) but paying tax remains a citizenship obligation.
To be clear, the argument posited here is not that New Labour has made a specific claim that non-payment of local taxation reveals a deficit of citizenship obligation: rather, there are two key points. First, despite the emphasis on other elements of responsibility, the payment of taxation remains a fundamental citizenship obligation and, as noted above, can be seen as evidence of being a responsible citizen. Second, what underpinned the research was the notion that implicit in the contemporary emphasis on responsibility is the view that there is a deficit of citizenship obligation. If this is the case and, to follow Etzioni's argument above, people are so preoccupied with their rights to the exclusion of acceptance of obligation then non-payment of taxation offers potential support for that contention, and possible evidence of the need for a greater sense of citizenship responsibility.
A final, but critical, point to make is that Lister's reference to 'the better off' highlights another complexity in the treatment of taxation as a citizenship obligation; namely the shifting reality of which citizens pay lesser or greater proportions of taxation. The progressive taxation of Marshall's post-war social democracy has been replaced by a shift to indirect taxes and a taxation system that taken in totality is regressive. Over the past decade payment of taxation has shifted from a roughly proportional distribution to a regressive one in which those on lower incomes pay a far higher proportion of their income in tax than do the better off, i.e. taxation accounts for 42 per cent of gross income for households in the bottom quintile of the income distribution but for households in the top quintile the figure is 34 per cent (Sinfield, 2003) . Council tax, while not as regressive as the flat rate poll tax, is still an example of this shift: the tax accounts for 7.3 per cent of gross income for households in the bottom quintile and 4.8 per cent for households in the second bottom quintile, but only 1.8 per cent for households in the top quintile (Sinfield, 2003) . Consistent with income tax and national insurance, there is also a strict ceiling put on the amount of council tax that has to be paid irrespective of how high an income a person has or the extent of their wealth (see Orton, 2002 ). This issue, or what can be seen as a disproportionate obligation to pay tax, will be returned to below but let us now consider the research.
The research methodology
The research was undertaken for my doctoral thesis (Orton, 2001 ) and consisted of two elements: a case study of the council tax collection process and in-depth interviews with 30 people who had received a summons 2 for non-payment of council tax. It is the latter on which this article draws. The aim of the qualitative approach was to explore interviewees' experience of the obligation to pay council tax, their attitudes towards the tax and reasons for non-payment. The methodology was based on making people's experience central to the study, ensuring that interviewees were able to produce accounts of their world (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995) and how they respond to external social realities, 'accommodating themselves to the inevitable . . . kicking against constraints' (Hakim, 1987: 28) . Interviews were used to provide illustrative examples of a diversity of experiences of paying council tax, and problems doing so.
The research was conducted in one local authority area, the anonymized 'Stanham Council', an urban area in the Midlands/North of England. Summons lists are public documents so it was possible to compile the sample from information at the relevant Magistrates' Court. In order to seek a diverse and inclusive group of interviewees, a purposive approach was taken to sampling. Of a total of 30 interviewees, 17 were women and 13 were men. Eight of the interviewees were Asian and three were African Caribbean. In terms of age, there was a range from seven interviewees in their 20s to five people in their 50s. There was no one over the age of 60 but this was not unexpected because almost every study of debt highlights the very limited extent to which older people incur arrears (e.g. Edwards, 2003) . Nine of the interviewees were tenants, the rest were owner occupiers. Thus, the sample provided significant diversity.
Giving centrality to interviewees' experience contrasts with some important elements of the New Right and communitarian literature on citizenship which is largely theoretical (Dwyer, 2000) , and even idealist. Lister (1997) refers to Etzioni using empirical evidence such as a study showing that young Americans expect to be tried before a jury of their peers but are reluctant to serve on one. But in fact Etzioni (1995) relies on his own experience of his children's schools, the death of his wife and other anecdotal information as much as on academic research. In a not dissimilar style, Murray (1996) quotes from conversations he has with people in his examination of the 'underclass'. The methodology employed here eschews such anecdotalism and demonstrates the rigour of the research undertaken. The engagement with the debate about responsibility is done on the basis of people's real experience not assertion, anecdote or hypothesis.
As noted above the aim was to provide illustrative examples and there is, therefore, a question as to whether the research findings are more generalizable. The use of such an approach does not preclude some generalization beyond the specific setting studied, especially when thought of as the development of a theory which helps in understanding other cases or situations; data gained from a particular study can provide insights which allow their projection to other contexts or situations (Robson, 2002: 177) . What is also argued below is that the experience of those in the research here resonates with the experience of citizens both in studies of other forms of debt and in research on citizenship. The engagement with the citizenship debate which is rooted in the experience and views of people in this local and particular study can, therefore, be seen to be more generalizable and connect to the broader and political.
Obligation and local tax

Attitudes to council tax
The research firstly examined people's attitudes to council tax and whether this demonstrated any evidence of rejection of the obligation to pay local tax. As already noted the predecessor of council tax, poll tax, met with strong popular opposition but at its introduction in 1993 there was a general sense that council tax was perceived as being fair (Kneen and Travers, 1994) and enjoyed public acceptance (Reid, 1995) , with these themes being reinforced in subsequent white papers on local government (e.g. Department for Transport, Local Govern-ment and the Regions, 2001) . 3 In the research here, attitudes to council tax were more complex. Interviewees expressed some very strong criticisms of council tax suggesting a possible rejection of the obligation to pay, but also raising issues about a sense of 'disconnection' between local taxpayers and their local authority (Fabian Society, 2000) and growing concerns about the regressive nature of council tax (e.g. Kenway and Palmer, 1999; Muellbauer and Cameron, 2000; Orton, 2002) . However, in unpacking these issues what was also evident was recognition of the need to pay local tax and an underpinning acceptance of citizenship obligation.
To begin with negative views of council tax, there was one interview in which non-payment was expressed as protest, but the basis of the protest was not about a rejection of the obligation to pay local tax. The protest was by Anhil and Desi (all names are pseudonyms), who had a number of business interests including letting properties to students. The couple were in dispute with the council about liability for a period when one of the properties was occupied but for which the couple had lost the contract. The council refused to waive liability and the couple refused to pay. Their protest, however, was not a politicized opposition to the fairness of council tax but about what they expressed as the council's 'faceless, unhelpful bureaucrats'. Ability to pay was not the cause of the dispute and when the Magistrates' Court issued a liability order the couple immediately paid the full amount.
Other negative views centred on issues about the level of council tax with people being very critical of how much they had to pay. For example, Jill said: 'We're living in a two up two down. It's a very small house. We've got to be one of the lower rated properties but it's £55 [per month]. It's a lot of money'. Some interviewees engaged in discourses of waste and corruption claiming that 'everyone knows' the council wastes money or in some cases referring to stories they had seen in newspapers about the cost of overseas trips by councillors and officers. People complained of cuts in services in contrast to regular increases in council tax for example, Helen said:
They [the council] say you're paying for the fire brigade and the police but you don't see any extra bobbies on the beat, you don't see them helping the fire brigade. All I hear about is they're cutting back on the police and the fire brigade and their own workforce.
Negative perceptions of council tax were also reflected in people seeing council tax as a low priority compared with housing costs and other bills. As Rose explained:
When you're having problems with the bills you have it in the back of your mind that you've got to have gas; you've got to have electricity; you've got to have water; you've got to pay the rent. They're your four basics. Council tax comes second.
Karen's view was that 'The council tax bill is one that if there's other pressing bills, it waits. It's a tax which does us no good. We pay our gas, electricity. But what is the council going to do if we don't pay?'
A 'necessary evil'
The above points could be seen as some indication of a rejection of the obligation to pay council tax, but this was not necessarily the case. For example, the low priority given to council tax may appear to suggest rejection of the obligation to pay. However, the way people prioritize the payment of bills is affected by the penalties for non-payment meaning that those creditors who threaten the most serious consequences are paid first (Kempson et al., 1994) . The sanctions available to councils are draconian and people in England and Wales can ultimately be imprisoned for non-payment of council tax but, for example in comparison to disconnection of fuel supplies, the process is much slower and has much less of an immediate impact. It is therefore unlikely that the low priority given to council tax represented a rejection of citizenship obligation. Rather, it is a reflection of the difference between sanctions for non-payment of council tax compared with those for non-payment of other bills.
Similarly, negative views of council tax did not mean that interviewees rejected the obligation to pay. Rather than representing a rejection of citizenship obligation, criticisms of the amount of council tax that has to be paid can be seen as raising issues about a sense of 'disconnection' on the part of interviewees and also the regressive character of council tax. To take disconnection first, council tax is an extremely opaque system of taxation being both complex and far from transparent (Fabian Society, 2000) . It reduces the sense of connectedness between local taxpayers and their local authority. That interviewees should express a sense of disconnection between the local tax they pay and the services they receive is, therefore, not necessarily surprising. Added to this is the fact that council tax is an example of the shift from progressive to regressive taxation and we have seen that it accounts for a higher proportion of income for those on lower incomes. This sense of a disproportionate obligation to pay council tax was implicit in interviewees' perceptions, and is an issue that will be returned to below.
Confirming that there was no rejection of citizenship obligation, interviewees acknowledged the need for collective contribution to the cost of local services. As Jill put it: 'I think it is right we should all be responsible for services, if everyone had the attitude "we can't be bothered to pay" we wouldn't have that service'. Rose summed up the views of several interviewees when she said 'I think it is a necessary evil really. A necessary evil. Someone's got to pay for the police, the fire brigade and all the other things'. Despite interviewees' criticisms of council tax, the dominant view was therefore one of acceptance.
Striving to pay
Reinforcing the acceptance of the obligation to pay local tax, interviewees rejected any notion of a lack of responsibility in explaining their non-payment. Indeed, people argued that they were striving to pay. Three main arguments were used.
First, some people argued that they were not in arrears at all. For example, Janardan explained that he had missed a payment because his wife had been off work sick: 'I told them [the council] "I am paying, even if I am a month or a month and a half behind, I am still paying". I am paying -I'm not one of those people who says "I'm not going to pay'".
The second argument was that people accepted that they had fallen into arrears but argued that they were not trying to avoid payment and they were trying to catch up. Kevin made this argument: 'As long as there's a genuine reason why you haven't paid, and so long as you're not months and months behind, I wouldn't call that irresponsible. I'd say that's the position we're in, while [my wife] is on maternity pay'.
The third argument was that council tax had been paid previously but a current financial crisis meant it was impossible to pay at the moment. Iqbal, who owned a laundry which had started to make a loss thereby depriving him of his income, exemplified this as he explained: 'I [always] paid all the council tax on the shop. But this year I couldn't make it. I can't afford to pay them. If I can make it, I'm not going to suffer getting a court fine. If I can't afford it, what can I do?' These quotations start to indicate what, for interviewees, was the real issue; inability to pay. Non-payment of council tax was not about a lack of responsibility and interviewees did not reject the obligation to pay local taxation. What interviewees rejected was any suggestion that non-payment reflected a deficit of responsibility.
The question of inability to pay leads us away from the debate about citizenship and responsibility, and instead raises more general issues about debt. Problems such as sickness, a change of circumstances and loss of income, as referred to by interviewees in the above quotations, have all been identified in other studies as causes of debt problems (e.g. Edwards, 2003; Berthoud and Kempson, 1992) . In particular, such studies highlight the importance of low income in explaining the causes of debt. For example, three quarters of people who have their gas supply disconnected are on social security benefits or low wages (Rowlingson and Kempson, 1993) , while almost two thirds of those with gas pre-payment meters (an indication of having arrears) have an annual income of under £10,000 (Doble, 2000) . Similarly, two thirds of people with water debts have net incomes of less than £160 per week, with the risk of water debt falling sharply as income rises (Herbert and Kempson, 1995) .
Of course, not all poor people have debts and money management -or what could be seen as irresponsible attitudes towards paying bills -is of importance: but this needs to be set within the context of poor people being unable to afford both to pay bills on time and provide their families with essentials. For example, money management does play a part in water debt with those who juggle payments and assign low priority to water bills especially likely to be in arrears (Herbert and Kempson, 1995) . However, careful money management fails to convey the constant struggle poor people face in trying to make ends meet and how, when money is tight, managing household spending becomes a full-time job (Kempson et al., 1994 ; and see Beresford et al., 1999) . It is poverty, not money management or irresponsibility, that is of central importance in explaining why people are vulnerable to debt.
However, in the case of council tax people in receipt of income support/job seeker's allowance are generally entitled to 100 per cent council tax benefit (CTB) meaning they do not have to pay the tax, and even those in work can apply for CTB so as to reduce the amount they have to pay. So people with council tax debts are not necessarily those with the very lowest incomes. Therefore, if it is to be argued both that the cause of non-payment was poverty not a deficit of citizenship responsibility and that the findings of the research are more generalizable, we need to examine in greater detail the circumstances of those in the study.
Non-payment and poverty
In terms of income, interviewees could be considered as falling within three groups. The first group consisted of a small number of interviewees who were in fact reliant solely on social security benefit for their income but had received summonses because of arrears incurred before claiming benefit or simply because of administrative confusion about periods of entitlement. These interviewees described themselves as being 'poor' and the struggle to make ends meet was a constant source of pressure and meant going without basic essentials. As one interviewee described it: Descriptions of life on benefits as wretched and drab, characterized by debt, ill-health, poor housing (Cohen et al., 1992) and the stress of knife-edge budgeting (Howard et al., 2001 ) sum up the experience of this group of interviewees, whose poverty was intense. These interviewees had no resources with which to pay the local tax they owed and the likelihood was that money would be deducted direct from their benefit, intensifying further their poverty.
The second group of interviewees were those, again a very small number, who rejected any notion of being poor. In this group were the couple referred to above whose non-payment of council tax had nothing to do with ability to pay but was about protest against the local authority's administration. The couple described their joint annual income as being about £30,000 gross, they were turning 50, did not have children, and could afford three cars, private health insurance and had no day-to-day financial worries. There were also two other couples, both in their mid-twenties, who described the problem they had had with council tax as a specific episode caused in one case by moving house and in the other by one partner returning to full-time education and this causing a temporary drop in income. The principal earner in both couples was a graduate with a professional occupation. Since receiving the summons for non-payment the principal earners had both received significant pay rises, boosting their annual salaries to over £20,000 gross, and were confident about further rises. With the increasing link between educational qualifications and young people's earnings (Sparkes and Glennerster, 2002) their optimism would appear to be well founded. These interviewees saw their debts as having been an historic event which would not be repeated.
Between the intensely poor and those who rejected any notion of being poor lay the majority of the interviewees. All of this middle group were in paid employment but some of the interviewees were experiencing difficulty paying council tax simply because of the very low level of their wages. Several of the women in the research were care workers. Working irregular hours, doing shift work and getting additional pay for extra hours meant many found it difficult to say what their 'normal' earnings were but for example, there were two single parents who both worked as care assistants and earned around £700 per month net. With such low wages, and childcare costs to be paid, making ends meet was an ongoing struggle. Other studies of debt, referred to above, have also identified relationship breakdown as a cause of debt problems and there was one example in the research here of relationship breakdown leading to a major fall in income and problems paying bills. But most people in the research did not have such low incomes as the examples so far given and nor had they experienced such a major change of circumstances. So what was the cause of their non-payment?
The sometimes poor: an illustrative example
Vulnerability to council tax debt would appear to lie in the fact that insecurity and the struggle to make ends meet face many more people than just those on the very lowest incomes. This was demonstrated by the biographies of many people in the research. To take one illustrative example, Karen and Andy were a couple who were living together. They had three children the oldest of whom was eight. Andy was a welder and worked permanent nights to boost his wages to around £1,000 per month net, and also did overtime whenever possible. Karen worked part-time as a shop assistant and earned £290 per month. With child benefit and maintenance from Karen's exhusband for the two older children, the total family income, dependent upon Andy's exact wages, was as high as £1,800 per month net, a figure above New Labour's definition of poverty as 60 per cent of average earnings, after housing costs (see Howard et al., 2001: 34) .
The immediate reason why the couple were having problems paying council tax lay in the fact that Karen was on maternity leave and her maternity pay was lower than her usual rate of pay. Andy was also working fewer hours than usual, because of needing to be at home. The couple's income was therefore lower than its potential. However, the real answer lay in the more complex detail of the couple's biographies. Karen was divorced and the relationship breakdown led to a fall in income but with her part-time wages and some housing and council tax benefit she was able to cope. However, when Andy moved in with Karen, Karen lost all her benefits. Indeed, for those on low incomes the loss of local authority rebates can mean an effective marginal tax rate of 90 per cent (Alcock and Pearson, 1999) . The couple's rent was already high but the landlord increased it further. Childcare costs for days when Karen and Andy both worked were also a burden. Andy's wages had been sufficient for his own needs as a single person but were severely stretched meeting the needs of a family of five. Like up to two thirds of British families (Regan, 2001 ) Andy and Karen had no savings at all, never having been in a position of having spare money. Hence any disruption to income, such as the new baby and Karen being on maternity leave, instantly created a problem.
There were several interviewees whose biographies were similar to those of Karen and Andy and what emerged as the explanation of vulnerability to council tax debt was the notion that people sometimes felt poor. People tried to identify a specific reason for not paying council tax, whether that be maternity leave, childcare costs, housing costs or loss of overtime. Yet rather than a specific episode in a person's biography explaining why they had council tax arrears, what was more evident was that despite being in paid employment, whether that be full-time or part-time, or for many of the couples a combination of both, people were still left struggling to make ends meet. However, in contrast to the people who were in receipt of benefits who all described themselves as being poor, none of those in work, even those with the lowest wages, described themselves in the same way. Instead, people expressed a notion of being 'sometimes poor'. This was typified by one interviewee who began by saying that she did not consider herself to be poor but then as she reflected on this, went on to say: So what emerges from these citizens' accounts of meeting their obligation to pay council tax are themes of struggling through and, principally, an underpinning sense of insecurity: not a deficit of responsibility. The answer to the question of whether non-payment of council tax provides evidence to support contentions of a deficit of citizenship obligation is 'no'. The themes identified in the research resonate with those in other studies of debt as discussed above, and other studies of citizenship (for example Dean with Melrose, 1999; Dwyer, 2000) . A very direct connection can be made with Rowlingson's consideration of the emphasis on individual responsibility in relation to pension planning. Rowlingson argues that while some people do not think far ahead 'It is simply inappropriate to label them as irresponsible' (Rowlingson, 2002: 639) because the real issue is about the amount and security of resources that people command and the constraints they face. But what of the second research question -what the experience of those in the research tells us about New Labour's conception of citizenship and the emphasis on responsibility?
Citizenship, obligation and taxation
The experience of those in the research raises two points, interconnecting with the shifting emphases in relation to citizenship, obligation and taxation which were discussed above. The first point is a more general one regarding the emphasis on responsibility over rights, and the relationship between this shift and the issue of insecurity identified in the research. The subject of pensions is a good example of how the rhetoric of responsibility has been used as part of a shift in moving responsibility for provision from the state to the individual, leaving citizens facing greater risk and insecurity. A line has to be drawn somewhere between the responsibilities of the state and responsibilities to be met by families and the individual (Finch and Mason, 1993) but the emphasis on obligation has included the erosion of social rights and explicit rejection of collective responsibilities for which under the Keynesian welfare state there had at least been some implicit acceptance. This is not to argue that the difficulties faced by people in the research here can be attributed directly to the shifting emphasis from rights to responsibility, but certainly this change does form part of a broader erosion of social security. A conception of citizenship that privileges individual responsibility over the collective provision of social security is one that adds to an endemic sense of insecurity, as experienced by those in the research.
More than this, Novak (1995) argues that when poverty is expressed as insecurity, questions are raised about the core economic and social relationships of capitalist society so this also leads to a fundamental question about New Labour's conception of citizenship in relation to the free market. Marshall's (1963) account of citizenship pointed to a conflict between citizenship and the market but this is not the case with New Labour. Beginning with the Commission on Social Justice, Labour has developed the argument that the market and social justice are not mutually exclusive (Levitas, 1998) . As Blair (1998: 4) argues, 'with the right policies, market mechanisms are critical to meeting social objectives, entrepreneurial zeal can promote social justice'. Economic insecurity is a central feature of post-Fordism (Jessop, 2002) and can be seen as the outcome of a conscious strategy aimed at increasing productivity and competitiveness (Doogan, 2001) . On issues such as the minimum wage and work-life balance, New Labour has demonstrated that it does not view the operation of the free market in wholly uncritical terms. However, New Labour has not sought to develop a conception of citizenship that fundamentally challenges market principles. But, from the perspective of the citizens in the research here, the insecurity of market relations is highly problematic indeed.
The second point relates more specifically to taxation and what can be described as a changing distribution of obligation. Blair's first speech as Prime Minister included a section on 'The Ethic of Responsibility' which he argued applied 'as much at the top of society as at the bottom' (Blair, 1997: 8) . But as Dwyer (2000) argues, obligation has been applied in relation to those seeking to claim welfare benefits but not to the fiscal and occupational benefits of the middle class. Obligation is therefore not necessarily applied universally. We saw above that there has been a shift away from an emphasis on taxation as a citizenship obligation to emphasizing different elements of responsibility, certainly in relation to those with higher incomes. If we locate the research in the broader context of the changing emphasis on responsibility over rights, and the more complex shifts in the relationship between citizenship, obligation and taxation, what is evident is that the obligations of some citizens (e.g. benefit claimants) have become more explicit, whereas the obligations of wealthier citizens have become vaguer as limits have been placed on the amount of tax they have to pay, to be replaced by more general calls to become involved in activities such as voluntary work.
Yet at the same time, we have also seen that those on lower incomes have a responsibility to pay a greater proportion of their income in council tax than do those on higher incomes; an exemplar of what is happening with taxation generally. Thus, while there may have been a de-emphasis on the payment of taxation as a citizenship obligation, the social reality is that those on lower incomes now face greater responsibility for paying taxes, both generally and in relation to council tax. What is evident is that the obligation to pay tax has been shifted -firmly in the direction of those on lower incomes. What this means is that the experience of those in the research could be characterized as the hidden struggle of poor citizens striving to meet the uneven distribution of obligation under New Labour.
Conclusion
Implicit in the emphasis on citizenship obligation is the view that there is a contemporary deficit of responsibility, but the study of nonpayment of local taxation did not provide evidence to support that contention. Interviewees' experience did not suggest a rejection of the obligation to pay local taxation, nor did it raise issues about citizens avoiding work, not supporting their families (Orton, 2004) or disobeying the law. As with the findings of other studies, concern with a deficit of responsibility appears misplaced.
So where does this leave us? The research demonstrated interviewees' acceptance of citizenship obligation but what was high-lighted was that citizens with low incomes face a disproportionate obligation to pay council tax. This links to the argument that the citizenship obligations of some citizens have been made more explicit, but for those with higher incomes they have become vaguer. Esam and Oppenheim (1989) argued, in relation to poll tax, that there is nothing objectionable in the principle that everyone should pay local tax but what is objectionable is that taxes should be levied from people too poor to pay them. The experience of those in the research does not lead to an argument for rejection of the need for citizenship obligation, but that obligation needs to apply to all citizens. What is suggested is less a concern with the obligations of poor citizens, but that it is perhaps time to focus on the obligations of citizens with higher incomes. Indeed, Scott (1994) argues that there has been decreasing participation in the public sphere by wealthy citizens, and there is some evidence that residents of gated communities may seek to withdraw from systems of local services and local taxation (Blandy et al., 2003) . In considering whether there is a contemporary deficit of citizenship responsibility it is perhaps time not for further focus on citizens with low incomes, but for a debate about the obligations of those with higher incomes. 
Notes
1. Poll tax met with widespread popular protest including an extensive campaign of non-payment, politicizing local taxation in a way not previously seen. Poll tax was the subject of extensive critical debate (for example see Lavalette and Mooney, 1990; Hoggett and Burns, 1991-92; Lister, 1990 ). 2. In general terms, if a council tax payment is missed a reminder letter (or possibly more than one) is sent. If payment is still not made a summons for non-payment can be issued by the local Magistrates' Court. Costs are added to the summons thereby increasing the debt, and giving some indication that there is a significant problem.
3. The research was undertaken before recent increases in council tax bills which have attracted considerable media attention. There is some evidence of emerging protest among pensioner groups, but not as yet any indication of widespread non-payment as happened with poll tax. However, the government is conducting a review of local government funding. 4. The author is pursuing this point through an Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC) project 'Local taxation, wealth and citizenship' (award reference: RES 000-22-0596).
